2020 MINNESOTA CLIMATE ADAPTATION AWARDS

NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN!

The Minnesota Climate Adaptation Awards, presented by the Minnesota Climate Adaptation Partnership (MCAP), celebrate exceptional achievements in leadership, education, research, policies, and practices that improve resilience through the development, advancement, or implementation of climate adaptation strategies.

AWARD CATEGORIES

INDIVIDUAL: Any individual who has offered significant leadership, provided education, developed or implemented strategies, conducted research, or otherwise made an impact in the field of climate adaptation in Minnesota. Contributions of emerging or established leaders should demonstrate advancement of climate adaptation, with depth in one focus area or across a breadth of audiences or disciplines.

ORGANIZATION: Any non-profit, team, community of faith, youth group, neighborhood association, or similar entity that has achieved significant progress or implemented practices or projects that advance climate adaptation in Minnesota.

INSTITUTION: Any local government unit, state or federal agency, tribal nation, educational institution, or similar entity that has achieved progress or implemented significant programs, projects, or policies to advance climate adaptation in Minnesota.

BUSINESS: Any private sector, for-profit business or company that has implemented significant practices, programs, projects, or policies to advance climate adaptation in Minnesota.

NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS

1. ONE NOMINATION LETTER
2. TWO LETTERS OF SUPPORT

To the extent possible, letters should address the context, goals, geographic reach, target audiences, timeline of efforts, impact, and replicability of the nominee’s work as it specifically relates to climate adaptation. Limit letters to three pages and format in Word or PDF. Self-nominations accepted. Award recipients will be notified in late November 2019 and presented with honors at the 2020 Climate Adaptation Partnership Conference on Jan. 22, 2020 at the University of Minnesota in St. Paul, MN.

NOMINATION DEADLINE IS OCTOBER 18, 2019

For more details on the conference and awards program and to submit nominations, visit www.wrc.umn.edu/news-events/climateadaptationconference. Questions? E-mail to Leslie Brandt at: leslie.brandt@usda.gov.